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Summing up the first year of EV Energy…
One year already has passed since EV Energy got green light at the kick-of meeting in Amsterdam! Since then, our
project has taken steps to speed up its implementation. Project partners from our five partner regions have identified
several good practices, already in place in their territories, to be shared Europe-wide and possibly transferred to
another partner region.
Now, we are looking forward to meet all the consortium partners again in Stockholm this spring, this time
accompanied by their most relevant regional stakeholders. There, we will share our knowledge and experiences on a
more sustainable urban mobility model.
On behalf of the EV Energy project consortium, we wish you all a greener 2018!

Special: Voices from Experts, Stakeholders and the Industry
The energy and mobility transition is a broadly discussed subject among experts, policy makers and companies
active in the sector with very diverse opinions and viewpoints defended by the different actors. The ones
interviewed during our 2nd dissemination conference in October in Rome were almost all very optimistic about
the developments to be expected. Read more
You can also find the interviews in our newly created EV Energy YouTube channel. Why don’t you check out
what our interviewees have to tell?

Project News
Project Meeting in Rome
Find out about all the topics discussed during our
Stakeholder Event in Rome in October here and what we
learned about the cities electric vehicle charging
infrastructure dilemma here.
Also: Curious about how Lazio region’s stakeholders
contribute to reducing the alarming air pollution in the
region? Find out in this article by Claudio Bordi.

EV Energy @ Rubí Brilla Sustainable Mobility
Congress
Rubí Brilla, a local level initiative to enhance energy
efficiency launched by the Spanish municipality Rubí near
Barcelona, held a two-day conference in October linked to
an EV exhibition.
The Barcelona Chamber of
Commerce had the chance to present EV Energy
project to the audience. Read more

EV Energy @ Flexcon Conference

AmsterdamAmsterdam is a frontrunner in the mobility and
energy transition and therefore just about the perfect host city
for the FLEXCON Conference on Energy Flexibility. Our
partners from Green IT Amsterdam and the Province of
Flevoland were there. Read their reflexions on how to embrace
the flexible energy revolution in this article by J. Chenadec and
V. Georgiadou.

EV Energy @ CITEMOS Festival in Vicenza
The municipality of Vicenza (Italy) celebrated the first
edition of “CI.TE.MO.S” Festival of Technological Cities for
Sustainable Mobility. EV Energy was part of it!
Read more

What’s new on our website?

Our project website is constantly updated! This semester there were several new folders introduced to our website
library: Check out interesting articles published in the framework of our project as well as summary documents of
good practices identified by our project partners in their regions.
Do you still want to learn more? You can also find information on good practices from all over Europe on the
Interreg Europe Policy Learning Platform!

What's going on in the partner regions?
Regional Stakeholder Events

Amsterdam/Flevoland: Our Dutch project partners met their stakeholders at the new international conference
on Energy Flexibility FLEXCON in Amsterdam. The focus of the event was on how to co-create new smart
energy services and business models… Read more
Barcelona: The Barcelona Chamber of Commerce invited Catalonia's most relevant actors of the mobility and
energy sector to the table to discuss a possible transfer of the good practice “Smart Charging Amsterdam” to
Catalonia… Read more
Rome/Lazio: ANCI Lazio and EUR S.p.A. hosted the 2nd EV Energy international stakeholder event in October
in Rome. A perfect occasion for stakeholders from the partner regions to enable knowledge exchange and learn
from experiences across Europe... Read more
Stockholm: The number of stakeholders gathered in the Stockholm Regional Stakeholder Event expands. The
local interest is overwhelming with great input and new ideas by diverse actors. Reference was however also
made to focal points, where improvement is still needed… Read more
Kaunas: Kaunas University of Technology plays a real enabler role in the Lithuanian sustainable energy and
mobility advancement. KTU interconnects stakeholders at their Regional Stakeholder Events and facilitates
information from their European project partner regions... Read more

Upcoming Events
Third Project Meeting: 12-13 April 2018, Stockholm (Sweden)
Interreg Europe Exchange of Experience Event 2018: 25-26 April 2018, Sofia (Bulgaria)
Mobile World Congress: 26 February - 1 March 2018, Barcelona (Spain)
European Electric & Hybrid Vehicle Congress: 13-15 March 2018, Geneva (Switzerland)
Transport Research Arena: 16-18 April 2018, Vienna (Austria)
5th European SUMP Conference: 14-18 May, Nicosia (Cyprus)
Green Cities for a Greener Future - #EUGreenWeek: 21-25 May 2018
22nd European Conference on Mobility Management: 30 May - 1 June, Uppsala (Sweden)
Electrify Europe: 19-21 June 2018, Vienna (Austria)
European Sustainable Energy Week 2018: Brussels (Belgium)

Partners

Green IT Amsterdam (NL) | Barcelona Chamber of Commerce (ES) | EUR S.p.A (IT) | Regional Association of Lazio Municipalities (IT) | Kaunas University of
Technology (LT) | Province of Flevoland (NL) | Stockholm County Council (SE)
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